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The spring just came and washed away all things that I
Had left to say
Another line left on my face to show
My diaries, I took them all down to the stream and
Burned them all
Afraid of what I had thought I watched them go
And every season always leaves a gaping hole inside
of
Me
Yeah every season always leaves a gaping hole inside
of
Me
I saw you there the other day with paint stains on your
Shoes
You were smoking stubbed out cigarettes outside our
old
High school

There's a flash of lightning through the industry
Tonight How could I be so wrong when you were so
right?
Just tell me how it ends and where it goes

There're things you never learn until you sit and watch
Your bridges burn
There's stuff you never feel until you're old enough to
Know what's real
If you believe in love, how can this be something that
You're proud of?
You never really cry 'til you know what it means to say
Goodbye

She said you really think you're something when you're
Rolling with the pack
When you're playing in that band with your guitar

Around your neck
You speak about the world for everyone who wants to
Hear
But I can see it in your eyes that you ain't never been
Out there
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There's a flash of lightning through the industry
Tonight
How could I be so wrong when you were so right?
Tell me how it ends and where it goes
Tell me all the things I want to know

There're things you never learn until you sit and watch
Your bridges burn
There's stuff you never feel until you're old enough to
Know what's real
If you believe in love, how can this be something that
You're proud of?
You never really cry 'til you know what it means to say
Goodbye

There's a flash of lightning through the industry
Tonight
How could I be so wrong when you were so right?
Tell me how it ends and where it goes
Tell me all the things I want to know

Now you sit and watch your bridges burn
Now you sit and watch your bridges burn
But if you believe in love, how can this be something
That you're proud of?
You never really cry 'til you know what it means to say
Goodbye
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